Vital Stats: “Susie $#!+$+Ø®ɱ”
Age: 21

Height: 1.72m

Weight: 62kg

Hair: Black and Red

Eyes: Brown

Gender: Female

Metatype: Human

Awakened: Yes

Primary Role: Magical Support
Secondary Role: Fire Support
Physical Description:
Susie is an attractive human woman of average height
with an affinity for tattoos and body piercings. She usually
dresses in clothing of black and red and leather with a
myriad of buckles, chains and spikes.
Word on the Street:
>> Wow… Shitstorm? How the hell did she get saddled with
that name?
>> A.J.
>> Sue is a straight up nutcase. I’ve seen her drop offensive
spells on teammates, spray autofire wildly without care for
bystanders… shit, I saw a vid of her miss a counterspelling
opportunity because she was mooning a cop!

Personal Commentary:

>> Warcrow
>> Susie does bring a bit to the table, as far as combat
ability goes, both offensively and defensively. She’s also a
seasoned combat veteran… she ran with the Blades (one of
the craziest gangs in the Puyallup) for years.

Forget the rules the rest of civilized society lives by. Live
in the moment. Wreck every obstacle in your path, and
crow about it to the heavens. You don’t want to make
life easy for the rest of the world, do you?

>> H.K.
>> I’ve treated Sue’s injuries several times over the past few
years… she’s not as bulletproof as she claims. It’s fairly
obvious to me that she’s severely bi‐polar. Sometimes it’s
like I’m treating a vicious killer, and sometimes a scared
little girl.
>> Doc Hollis

Roleplaying Notes:
Susie is a somewhat self‐destructive thrill seeker with little regard for morality or ‘doing what’s right’. While she might lead some
to believe that she got into running to work against ‘The Man’, in reality she may just be a hoodlum with a lust for vandalism.
Despite Susie’s skills and professionalism, when she wants to be professional, she does tend to play things too fast and too loose.
One of these days, her overconfidence may just be the end of her.

